
206 Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)SU835074, at mvl, 19.vii.2015 (Robert Eadie); Titchwell RSPB, West Norfolk (VC28), TF 74, at mvl in a small woodland at edge of coastal marshes, 22.vii.2015 (PaulCobb); and finally again at Tyrwaun, Pwll, on 1.viii.2015 (Ian K. Morgan).The species is associated with deciduous oak trees Quercus spp. and it is of interesttherefore that the Bursledon record was made beneath such a tree. However, forTitchwell Paul Cobb informs me that “so far as I know there is no oak whatsoever inthat little wood, I certainly didn’t see any, and no oak woodland (or woodlandincluding oak) within 2½ miles, and very little in the way of hedgerow oaks”.  Thereare oaks in the general vicinity of the location of the Welsh records, though Ian Morgantells me that there are none within 500 yards of the actual site.It is unclear from the limited information currently available whether these reportsrelate to primary immigrants, residents that have recenly established themselves as aresult of immigration or longer-term residents that have simply been overlooked. Thatsaid, primary immigration is significantly less likely in Wales and together with thefact that Carmarthenshire may not be the best recorded county for lacewings this mightsuggest an overlooked population. On the other hand, immigration from Europe is farmore likely to be the original source of any population that is established in Hampshire,Sussex or East Anglia. The 2013 report of a female from Martlesham was noted at thetime as being coincident with moth movements. Sean Clancy, who maintains thedefinitive national record of immigrant moths, tells me that for 2015 insect immigrationwas at an exceptional and sustained level throughout July, with high numbers of a widerange of immigrant species including Eublemma parva, Spodoptera exigua, Heliothispeltigera and Macroglossum stellatarum in particularly unprecedented numbers. Inassociation with these were records several exceptional immigrant rarities, most notablythe second and third UK records of Aedia funesta and the fourth and fifth UK recordsof Stegania cararia, both these species occurring around the time of the first record ofthe lacewing and the fifth and sixth UK records of Callopistria juventina which arrivedduring the period between the second and third lacewing records. COLIN W. PLANT14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 3QP(E-mail: cpauk1@ntlworld.com)A Response to some criticisms of the ‘Selection Theory’ of industrial melanismI have followed with great interest the recent fiery exchanges between Dr GeoffreyFryer and Professor Laurence Cook in the pages of The Linnean, on the subject ofindustrial melanism. However, given the rather exasperated tone of Cook’s (2014) lastreply, I feel I must step into the breech and place myself firmly upon his side. Thisdebate has been a long running one, and a great many of the arguments and hypothesesadvanced today have their roots in the late nineteenth century (eg. Tutt, 1891). Yet theimportance of this question has not diminished, nor is it confined to a narrow academiccontext. Across the world, the rise and fall of the melanic form of Biston betularia is



207Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)held aloft as a textbook example of natural selection in action, and is taught to millionsin schools as such. It is highly important, therefore, not only that the available evidenceand the conclusions drawn from it are thoroughly discussed and criticised, but that thisinformation continues to be brought before the entomological public. The orthodox explanation for the widespread occurrence of melanism among variousspecies of Lepidoptera after the Industrial Revolution might conveniently be termed the“selection theory”. It holds that industrial pollution, such as soot and smoke, broughtabout a general blackening of the environment in areas possessed of heavy industry,which caused natural selection, via differential avian predation, to favour darkervariations of cryptic, day-resting species of Lepidoptera. However, Fryer (2012, 2013)claims that the hitherto obscure observations of the naturalist George Porritt (1848-1927)refute this. He argues, from Porritt’s work, that many, if not all, of the species whichbecame melanic are not exposed to predation by birds. He asserts that the rapid rate atwhich some species became melanic and the subsequent spread of melanic individualsinto clean, unpolluted countryside, are facts which are incompatible with a selection-driven, background mismatch process. Rather, Fryer suggests that the phenomenon isbetter explained though the induction of melanic mutations by mutagens present in thepollution itself, and cites the experiments of Harrison and Garrett (1926). In contrast,Cook (2013, 2014) maintains that there is no evidence of melanic mutations beinginduced in any species, and that were this the case it would have undoubtedly been notedby breeders during the nineteenth century. Further, he contends that the notion ofinduction cannot be reconciled with the fact that, in B. betularia, with the decline ofheavy industry and the subsequent decline in levels of pollution, the numbers of thedark carbonaria form declined while the intermediate insularia form temporarilyincreased in abundance, which is highly suggestive of the levels of pollutiondifferentially affecting the fitnesses of the two forms. The work of Kettlwell (1973) andMajerus (1998) together, he argues, provide extremely strong evidence that industrialmelanism is produced through selection-driven Darwinian evolution.It is my firm opinion that, given due consideration of the evidence before us, it isimpossible to accept that industrial melanism in the Lepidoptera was brought aboutby the induction of melanic mutations. Indeed, the dismantling of the “selectiontheory” would seem to be essential if Fryer’s alternative is to be erected in its place.It is my intention here, therefore, to deal with what I see as the two major thrusts ofhis assault against it.Firstly, I must address the point rolled out by Fryer again and again throughout bothof his articles that differential predation by birds cannot explain the occurrence ofindustrial melanism because birds are simply not predators of the species involved.He writes that: “ […] as Porritt made absolutely clear, some species hide by day andare not subjected to any predation by birds”; there is “scant unequivocal evidence tosupport it [avian predation]” (Fryer, 2012); “the species concerned were never exposedto selection”; “Porritt […] found little to suggest that moths were much taken as foodby diurnal birds”; “[s]ome species which became melanic were certainly not evenexposed to natural selection […] as they spend the day completely hidden from



208 Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)potentially predatory birds”; “as adult moths they are almost never exposed to anyselective predation” (Fryer, 2013). Again and again this assertion is made and it isunclear to me whether Fryer in fact subscribes to the same view as the Americannaturalist Waldo McAtee (1883-1962), who fiercely contended that Lepidoptera werenever eaten by birds at all (Forbes, 2011). In any case, the suggestion seems to me tobe nonsensical and I think it can be shown to be so purely theoretically. When weconsider the colouration of British moths, the first thing which must surely strike usis how drab the overwhelming majority of them are. Most often we encounter whatmight well be called natural tones; browns, blacks, creams etc. So, why are they notoften clad in the bright and gaudy colours of many of their day-flying relatives?Simply, as they are nocturnally active, they must sit still throughout the whole of theday and consequently rely upon crypsis for protection. Were they dazzling yellow orbright red in colour they would stand out a mile wherever they chose to rest and wouldundoubtedly be picked off as an easy meal by predators. Indeed, anyone who doubtsthe fact that moths are coloured in such a way that they are not easily seen is invitedto wander into a woodland in summer and try to find as many as possible by searchingalone. Run a moth trap in that same woodland by night and swarms of moths willdescend. It takes years of field experience to be able to find appreciable numbers ofmoths by searching and, I am sorry to say, the advent of powerful MV moth traps hasbeen to the detriment of the abilities of modern-day lepidopterists in this area,compared with our Victorian and Edwardian predecessors. I must confess that this may not be a very convincing argument for some people,for it is certainly not an experimental one. However, it is my view that no one whohas studied moths can deny that the form, pattern and colouration of their wings havebeen driven relentlessly by predation. Indeed, once it is accepted that birds wouldalmost certainly eat obvious moths then all else follows; predation of moths by birdsmust still then occur, constantly honing and refining cryptic patterns and colours toan ever changing environment. Indeed, Fryer (2013) all but accepts this when,discussing selection experiments on Biston betularia, he writes, “[m]oths displayedon a background that renders them conspicuous will be taken more frequently thanthose displayed on a background against which they are inconspicuous, so results arealways predictable.”As I say, such an abductive argument may not satisfy some, but it is bolstered bythe fact that it does not stand alone. Many authors have discussed the role of predationby birds on Lepidoptera and provided evidence for it; Barrington (2012) discusses therole of avian predation on Coenonympha tullia; Collenette (1935) lists page after pageof recorded incidences of birds predating butterflies; Majerus (1998) and, particularly,Kettlewell (1973) provide yet more evidence that this is a real phenomenon and agreatly powerful one in the evolution of butterflies and moths.   Fryer also cites some specific examples of species which are supposedly not exposedto avian predation and it is only proper to examine these individually. He asserts thatthe “females of Apocheima pilosaria and Agriopus marginaria [became melanic],neither of which […] are exposed [my italics] to predation by birds by day” (Fryer,



209Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)2013). I simply refute this outright. The females of the former are apterous and duringthe day hide on the trunks of trees while the males “may be found on fences and tree-trunks” (Skinner, 2009); just the sort of places which would become blackened by sootand smoke and where colour mismatches would no doubt be prominent to would-bepredators. The females of A. marginaria have their wings much reduced in size so thatthey are also flightless. Skinner (2009) states, “[t]he male… is more readily foundsitting on the stems of bushes and the lower branches of trees. The flightless femalemay be found, sometimes commonly, by searching the trunks of oak and other trees”.Tutt (1902) confirms this view; “the females of H. marginaria [old genus] are to befound freely on tree-trunks”. Again, the trunks and branches of trees are the areas whichwould typically become blackened by industrial pollution, as described in detail byKettlewell (1973), and upon which any pale coloured moth would be highlyconspicuous. Fryer (2013) then cites Colostygia multistrigaria which, he writes,“spends the daylight hours hidden among grasses and other vegetation and is‘absolutely out of evidence until dusk’, so its colour is irrelevant to protection”. Tutt(1901) states that “Larentia multistrigaria [old genus] usually rests at the foot ofpalings, &c., in its haunts, where it is almost hidden by the herbage.” Typically, thismoth is of a mottled grey colour which would be extremely difficult to spot amongvegetation but were that vegetation to become darkened by industrial pollution it wouldbe very different; anything pale would undoubtedly become prominent. Fryer (2013)asserts that the adults of Odontoptera bidentata are “so well hidden that they are almostentirely free from predation by birds” and again, this is simply not true. From theliterature I can find two general resting positions ascribed to this species; Tutt (1901)says that “[o]ne finds the species that simulate dead leaves hanging on bushes – […]Odontoptera bidentata, &c. These are much less rarely taken on the trunks” whileSkinner (2009) states that it is “[f]ound frequently at rest on walls and fences” andKettlewell (1973) supports this view to an extent; “G. bidentata [old genus]… isnormally a trunk-sitter”. In either case, all of these species of moths rest during thehours of day in places which are not so tremendously inaccessible or well hidden thata bird engaged in searching for food could not possibly find them. Furthermore, itseems elementary that melanic individuals would most certainly possess a crypticadvantage in an industrially polluted environment, where the trunks and foliage of treesand the ground-level vegetation, among which these species rest, are blackened.Repeatedly, Fryer denigrates the ingenuity and searching ability of birds andmagnifies the cryptic patterns and hiding abilities of moths. Can he not see that theone cannot be without the other? The only reason moths possess such exquisite crypticpatterns and conceal themselves so well is because of the selective pressure ofpredators! Such a misunderstanding leads to absurd statements from Fryer (2013)such as “Odontoptera bidentata and other cryptic [my italics] species that areessentially immune from it [predation]”; I would be fascinated to know how Fryerproposes these species gained their cryptic colouration if they are immune frompredation. The argument that moths hide during the day in such a way that they arenot preyed upon significantly by birds and that, hence, selective predation by birds



210 Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)could not be the “central driving force” (Cook, 2013) of industrial melanism, is simplyincompatible with the evidence before us.Fryer also writes about the speed at which some species underwent changes incolouration during and after the Industrial Revolution and asserts that the populationsof many species became melanic at a rate far in excess of the traditionally citedexample, Biston betularia. He then dismisses differential predation as effecting thischange by simply stating that “[s]election takes longer”. I am not a great admirer ofsweeping generalisations and I think that this particular one is not justifiable under anycircumstances. Selection, like all biological processes, is a dynamic one, and dependanton an enormous number of variables; for example, individual anatomy and theparticular habits of the species in question. I have no doubt that the species involveddid become melanic at different rates from one another, but this in no way disprovesthat the change was brought about by selection; indeed, it is what should be reasonablyexpected. Take, for example, Apocheima pilosaria and Agriopis marginaria; Fryer(2012) states that not only did these species become melanic more rapidly than B.betularia but the females did so quicker than the males, in some five or six years.Perhaps this is not so surprising when we consider the fact, already alluded to, that thefemales of these species are flightless. Perhaps their reduced mobility hinders theirability to conceal themselves during the day and, given a background which makesthem highly conspicuous, the selective pressure upon the females could be slightlygreater than upon the males? It must also be borne in mind that these species are onthe wing (so to speak) in the winter and the deciduous trees upon which they rest aredevoid of any leaves. At this time of year, bird populations are under great strainthemselves to find enough food and whatever insect life is available will be mostassiduously searched for. Therefore, the increased exposure against the blackened barkand branches, and the heavy selective pressure of hungry winter birds might explainthe increased rapidity with which these species became melanic.In spite of any arguments as to why this might have occurred, Fryer still contendsthat the change occurred too quickly to have been brought about by natural selection.Let us examine this view mathematically. Suppose there exists an isolated populationof moths in an area of woodland where a dominant, melanic allele A occurs at afrequency of one percent. This would mean that initially something like two percentof the population would display a melanic phenotype. Then we introduce industrialpollution to our woodland. Assuming we have three different genotypes - AA and Aawhich are melanic individuals and aa which are typical individuals – it is possible tocalculate the relative proportions of each genotype (and hence, the frequency of eachallele) in subsequent generations given a particular selection coefficient, s, against theaa genotype. Where the frequencies of alleles A and a are p and q, respectively, thefrequency of each genotype in the next generation, after selection, is p2/Wmean forAA, 2pq/Wmean for Aa, and (q2(1-s))/Wmean for aa, where Wmean is the mean fitnessof the population (1-sq2). From this I have calculated that, given an s value of 0.6 foraa, within six generations melanic individuals would comprise approximately 85%of the entire population. In addition, I have run several simulations on the University



211Entomologist’s Rec. J. Var. 127 (2015)of Washington’s excellent PopG genetic software which yielded a slightly moreconservative estimate of around 90% of the population being melanic after tengenerations, given an s value of 0.6 for aa (based on a population size of 1000). Thiscomputer program more realistically takes into account the effects of genetic drift.For a univoltine species of Lepidoptera each generation would translate into a singleyear. The figure of s=0.6 (a ‘selective disadvantage’ of 60%) is not unreasonable, giventhat Kettlewell (1973) talks about regularly occurring selective advantages of 30 to60 percent. Simply to state “[s]election takes longer” is entirely unjustifiable, for therate at which it operates is entirely dependant on the degree of the selective advantagesor disadvantages of the traits involved; that is to say, the greater the pressure of naturalselection the greater the speed of the evolutionary change. I believe that the argument advanced by Fryer in his two papers, and by many beforehim, that industrial melanism is due to the induction of mutations by pollution, isfundamentally based upon a dissatisfaction with the idea of its having been broughtabout by differential avian predation and the perceived inability of natural selectionto accomplish it. I hope that I have successfully refuted these notions here and in sodoing demolished the very basis for the mutagen theory. ReferencesBarrington, R. 2012. Notes on the distribution and ecology of the Gatekeeper Butterfly Pyroniatithonus (L.)  ab. Excessa Tutt in Britain and Europe (Lep.: Nymphalidae). The Entomologist’sRecord and Journal of Variation 124: 185-194.Collenette, C. L. 1935. Notes concerning attacks by British birds on butterflies. Proceedings of theZoological Society of London 105: 201-217.Cook, L. M. 2013. Fryer’s new look at industrial melanism in moths – a comment. The Linnean29(1): 10-14.Cook, L. M. 2014. Not Induction. The Linnean 30(1): 7-8. Forbes, P. 2011. Dazzled and Deceived: Mimicry and Camouflage. Yale University Press. Fryer, G. 2012. A new- and retrospective- look at industrial melanism in moths. The Linnean 28(2):31-36. Fryer, G. 2013. How should the history of industrial melanism in moths be interpreted? The Linnean29(2): 15-22.Harrison, J. W. H. And Garrett, F.C. 1926. The induction of melanism in the Lepidoptera and itssubsequent inheritance. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 99: 241-263.Kettlewell, B. 1973. The Evolution of Melanism: the Study of a Recurring Necessity. OxfordUniversity Press. Majerus, M. E. N. 1998. Melanism: Evolution in Action. Oxford University Press. Skinner, B. 2009. Colour Identification Guide to the Moths of the British Isles. Apollo Books. Tutt, J. W. 1891. Melanism and Melanochroism. Swan Sonnenschein and Co. Tutt, J. W. 1901. Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist. Volume I. Elliot Stock. Tutt, J. W. 1902. Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist. Volume II. Elliot Stock. J. C. WEIR32 Paul Drive, Airth, Falkirk, Stirlingshire FK2 8LA(E-mail: jweir007@btinternet.com)


